Sub : Police Department - Ministerial Establishment - Transfer/ Promotion and Posting of Confidential Assistants-Orders Issued

At present there is one vacancy of Selection Grade Confidential Asst. is available due to the retirement of Smt. Jayakumari Amma Selection Grade Confidential Assistant SDPO Attingal. Consequent to this, the senior most Senior Grade Confidential Assistants is to be promoted as Selection Grade Confidential Assistant in the scale of pay of Rs. 39500 - 83000.

1) Smt. T.K. Santha, Sr. Grade CA, IR BN is promoted as Selection Grade Confidential Assistant in the scale of pay of Rs. 39500 - 83000.

Subsequent to the promotion of the above Senior Grade Confidential Assistant in to the cadre of Selection Grade Confidential Assistant, there is having one vacancy of Senior Grade Confidential Assistant. Hence the senior most Confidential Assistant Grade I is promoted in to the cadre of Senior Grade Confidential Assistant in the scale of pay 30700 - 65400.

2) Smt. Mumtaj. S.K. Grade I CA, KEPA Thrissur is promoted as Senior Grade Confidential Assistant in the scale of pay 30700 - 65400.

Subsequent to the promotion of the above Confidential Assistant Grade I in to the cadre of Senior Grade Confidential Assistant, there is having one vacancy of Grade I Confidential Assistants. Hence the senior most Grade II Confidential Assistants is to be promoted as Grade I Confidential Assistant in the scale of pay 27800 - 59400.

1) Smt. Anupa. K.S, CA Grade II, SDPO Kayamkulam is promoted as Confidential Assistant Grade, in the scale of pay 27800 - 59400.
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